Mind Map

Presentation objectives
Phase 1, the paper and the model:
The idea is to write an interactive paper based on best
practices in youth policy and programs for the next smart and
eco cities in Rome and then Italy.

The aim is to analyse the infrastructures of urban spaces
designed for children.

A shared standard
Defining a standard of well-being for children and youth
through indicators, paying particular attention to:
ENVIRONMENT - public involvment, green areas, pollution,
aggregation, safety;
MOBILITY - accessibilty, safety;
CULTURE AND LEISURE ACTIVITIES - safety.

Youth policy and human rights
Promoting human rights for fighting discrimination.

A useful and participatory tool
To build a walkable and bikable city, it will be necessary to
embed in the research interactive geolocated maps routes, with
the following purpose:
-> Route choices and their variation: protected green lanes,
safety areas, safety routes to school, facilities (parking,
sharing, bicycling and walking facilities integrated to transport
systems, ..), zero-emission zones for adolescents and family
with children.
-> Family & adolescents surveys/dialogue.

In the end I would be able to reach a predictive model of
future behaviors of real infrastructures on a degree grid in city
planning: environmental (pollution, waste collection, traffic
engineering, waste water, eco-transport), operational
(maintenance & repair strategies), orienteering (bicycling and
walking routes).
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Phase 2, from a standard to digital:
Developing a geo-fencing software web and mobile app
community-based, containing:
-> interactive maps of route choices and their variation
-> open citizens’ debate about ideas.

The Mission
• to build a Child Friendly city in Rome and then Italy
• to define an eco and smart city for adolescents
• to improve previous models
• to facilitate community aggregation

Building blocks for a Child Friendly City
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At the moment I have found a child-friendly legal framework to implement a Child Friendly City,
but not based on an Model.
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